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Abstract 
Earl~ vision algorithms often have a first stage of linear-
filtenng that 'extracts' from the image information at mul-
tiple scales of resolution and multiple orientations. A com-
mon difficulty in the design and implementation of such 
schemes is that one feels compelled to discretize coarsely 
the space of scales and orientations in order to reduce com-
pu~tion ~d storage costs. This discretization produces 
an1~otrop1es due to a loss of traslation-, rotation- scaling- in-
vanance that makes early vision algorithms less precise and 
more difficult to design. This need not be so: one can com-
pute and store efficiently the response of families of linear 
filters defined on a continuum of orientations and scales. A 
tech~iqu~ is presen~ that allows ( 1) to compute the best ap-
proximation of a g1ven family using linear combinations of 
a small number of 'basis' functions; (2) to describe all finite-
dimensional families, i.e. the families of filters for which a 
finite dimensional representation is possible with no error. 
The techniq~e is g~neral. and can be applied to generating 
filters m arb1trary dimens10ns. Experimental results are pre-
sented that demonstrate the applicabilityof the technique to 
generating multi-orientation multi-scale 20 edge-detection 
kernels. The implementation issues are also discussed. 
1 Introduction 
A number of early vision and signal processing algorithms involve 
convolving the image with kernels at multiple orientations and scales. 
To cite maybe the earliest example, Granlund [7] suggested that an 
operator that computed an 'oriented energy' for each point of an im-
age w~>Uld be a useful first step for a variety of picture processing 
ope~ations. ~e proposed obtaining this oriented energy by filtering 
the_1mage w1th kernels localized in frequency and orientation, and 
taking at each point of the image the global maximum of the filter 
responses with respect to orientation 0. A number of schemes based 
on a similar style of filtering, localized in frequency, position and 
onentation, has been proposed in the literature for analyzing texture, 
motion, bnghtness and stereo information using. 
Si~ce edges, lines, textures, motions can exist at all possible ori-
entations and scales of resolution one would like to be able to use 
families of filters that are tuned to all orientations. Typically one 
designs an 'optimal' kernel for a specific application and would like 
to convolve the image with deformations (rotations, scalings) of this 
'template'. In reality one can only perform a finite (and small) number 
of filteri~g operations, hence the common practice of 'sampling' the 
set of onentations and scales. This operation has the strong drawback 
of introducing anisotropies and algorithmic difficulties in the compu-
tational implementations. It would be preferable to keep thinking in 
terms of a continuum, of angles for example, and be able to localize 
the orientation of an edge with the maximum accuracy allowed by the 
filter one has chosen. 
This aim may sometimes be achieved by means of interpolation: 
one convolves the image with a small set of kernels, say at a number 
of discrete orientations, and obtains the result of the convolution at 
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any orientation by taking linear combinations of the results. Since 
convolution is a linear operation the interpolation problem may be 
formulated just in terms of the kernels (for the sake of simplicity the 
case of rotations in the plane is discussed here): Given a kernel F : 
R2 -+ C1, define the family of 'rotated' copies ofF as: F9 = F o R9 , 
(} E 51, where 51 is the circle and R, is a rotation. Is it possible to 
express Fs as 
n 
Fs(x) = L:a(O);G;(x) VfJ E S1 , 'Vx E R2 (1) 
i=l 
a finite linear combination of functions G; : R2 ..... Cl? 
An example of 'rotating' families of kernels that have a finite repre-
sentation is well known: the first derivative along an arbitrary direction 
of a round Gaussian may be obtained by linear combination of the X-
and Y-derivatives of the same. The common implementations of the 
Canny edge detector [4] are based on this principle. Unforumately this 
function has poor orientation selectivity and therefore it is unsuited 
~or edge detection if one wants to recover edge-junctions (see in Fig. 1 
the comparison with a detector that uses narrow orientation-selective 
filters). Freeman and Adelson have recently noted that higher or-
der derivatives of Gaussians, have the same property [5] (they call 
it "steerability''). These functions have higher orientation selectivity 
and can be used for contour detection and signal processing [6]. How-
ever, for most functions F of interest a finite decomposition of F9 as 
in Eq. (1) cannot be found. For example the elongated kernels used 
in edge detection by [13, 14] do not have a finite decomposition as in 
Eq. (1). 
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One needs an approximation technique that, given an F9 , allows 
one to generate a function G~n] which is sufficiently similar to F9 and 
that can be expressed as a finite sum of n terms as in (1). How can 
one find the best approximating G~nl7 A different design perspective 
could also be taken: given a number n of filtering operations allowed, 
synthesize the best (with respect to the specific task at hand) kernel 
within the class of functions that can be exactly represented by a sum 
of n terms. Therefore it is useful to be able to answer to the question: 
What is the set of functions that can be represented exactly as in 
Eq. (1)? Neither this question, nor the approximation question have 
yet been addressed in the literature so far. 
This paper is organized as follows: the special case of the rotations 
(Eq. (1)) will be solved in section 2 with the purpose of developing 
some intuition for the method used to approach the general case. 
In section 3 and 3.1 the formalism used to solve the special case 
of rotations will be extended to more general transformations. The 
proofs are omitted and may be found in [12]. In section 4 experimental 
results and practical issues are presented and discussed for the case of 
rotations and scalings. 
2 Steerable approximations 
In order to solve the approximation problem proposed in the intro-
duction one needs of course to define the 'quality' of the approxima-
tion G~nJ ~ F9• There are two reasonable choices: (a) a distance 
D(F9 , G~n]) in the space R2 x 51 where F9 is defined; (b) if F9 is 
the kernel of some filter one is interested in the worst~ error in 
the 'output' space: the maximum distance d( (F1 , f), (G~nJ, f)) over 
all unit-norm f defined on R2 • The symbols 6, and 6n will indicate 
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Figure 1: Example of the use of orientation-selective filtering on a 
continuum of orientations tsee Perona and Malik [13, 14]). (Top) 
Original image. (Middle-left) Detail containing a T-junction (64x64 
pixels from a region roughly at the centre of the image). (Middle-
right) Modulus R(x, y, 0) of the output of a complex-valued filter 
(polar plot shown for 5x5 pixels in the region of the T-junction). The 
kernel of the filter (it is (gaus-3) in Fig. 2) is elongated to have hight 
orientation selectivity. Notice that in the region of the junction the 
response R has two local maxima in 0 corresponding to the orientation 
of the edges. Searching for local maxima in (x,y) in a direction 
ortogonal to the maximizing O's one can find the edges (Bottom left) 
with high accuracy (error around 1 degree in orientation and 0.1 pixels 
in position). (Bottom right) Comparison with the output of a Canny 
detector using the same kernel width (a in pixel units). 
the 'optimal' distances, i.e. the minimum possible approximation er-
rors using n components. These quantities may be defined using the 
distances induced by the L2-norm: 
Definition. 
Dn(Fe, G~n]) =liFe- G~n]lla•xs• 
6n(F,) =inf Dn(Fe,G~n]) 
G~·l 
dn(Fe, G~n]) = sup II(Fe- G~n], /)a• lis• 
11111=1 
6n(Fe) =inf dn(Fe,G~n]) 
G~•l 
Consider the approximation to Fe defined as follows: 
Definition. Call FJnl then-terms sum: 
n 
FJnl = L a;a;(x)b;(O) (2) 
i=l 
with a;, a; and b; defined in the following way: let h(v) be the 
(discrete) Fourier transform of the function h( 0) defined by: 
h(O) = J. Fe(x)Fe•=o(x)dx 
R' 
(3) 
and let v; be the frequences on which h( v) is defined, ordered in such a 
way that h(v;) ~ h(vi) if i ~ j. Call N ~ oo the number of nonzero 
terms h(v;). Set now: 
0'; (4) 
b;(O) ei2wv;e (5) 
a;(x) uj1 [ Fe(x)ei2wv,ed0 (6) is• 
Then FJnl is the best n-dimensional approximation to Fe in the 
following sense: 
Theorem 1 Given the definitions and notation introduced above, sup-
pose that FE L2 (R2 ) then: 
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1. {a;} and { b;} are orthonormal sequences of functions. 
2. FJNl is the smallest possible exact representation of Fe • i.e. if 
3M, /3;, g; s.t. F,(x) = 2::!1 /3;(0)g;(x) then M ~ N. 
3. The number N of terms is .finite iff the number M of indices ifor 
which a;(x) # OL'(R') is .finite, and N = M. 
4. FJnl is an optimal n-approximation of Fe with respect to both 
distances: 
( 
N )1/2 
Dn(Fe, FJnl) = An(Fe) = ;I.
1 
ar 
dn(Fe, FJnl) = On(Fe) = O'n+1 
5. Dn,6n-+ Ofor n-+ N. 
6. FJnl = FJnl o Re. 
7. 30t, ... , On s.t. FJnl = 2:~= 1 a;( O)Ft1. In fact this is true for 
all 01 , ••• , On but a set of measure zero. 
Comment. 
1. The expression for the b; is independent of F. Only a; and a; 
depend on F. The b; depend on the particular group of trans-
formations (the rotations of the plane in this case) that is used to 
generate Fe from F. 
3. The 'if' part of statement 3 is the main theorem of [5]. The 'only 
if' part says that the functions described by Freeman and Adelson 
are all the steerable functions. 
4. For deciding at what point n to truncate the sum one plots the error 
Cn or d.. v.s. n and looks for a knee in the curve, or for a value 
of N for which the error is less than some assigned value. See 
Fig.2 
6 This means that FJnJ is steerable, i.e. its shape does not change 
with B, modulo a rotation in the domain. Therefore FJnJ may be 
seen as the best approximation to F8 in the space of 'n-steerable' 
functions. 
7.1. A set of size n of rotated copies of FJnl is enough for repre-
senting FJnJ. On the other hand this is less advantageous on the 
numerical point of view for two reasons: (1) The set F8 , is not 
orthonormal, so its numerical implementation is less efficient (it 
will require more significant bits in the calculations to obtain the 
same final precision). (2) The functions a; are easier to approxi-
mate with sums of X-Y separable functions then the Fs, (see the 
experimental section 4.2, and Fig. 6). 
7.2. The error d(Fs, FJnl) of the n-approximation is constant with 
respect to(} since Fs = F o R8 and FJnl = FJnl o R8 • There is 
no anisotropy even if F[nJ is an approximation. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in [ 12]. It is based on the sin-
gular value decomposition of F8 ( x ), and the fact that the deformation 
involved (the rotations) is a group. 
3 Deformable approximations 
The success in finding the explicit finite-sum optimal approximation 
of the family Fs in the previous section is not due to the fact that it 
was constructed using the group of rotations in the plane: the same 
results about optimal finite approximations are true for a much wider 
class of families Fs (see [12] and [15](Chap.IV,Theorem 2.2)). 
In some more general cases it is still possible to compute explicitly 
the finite-sum optimal approximation as in the case of rotations. This 
is reported synthetically in the next section. 
3.1 Compact group representations 
Call G a compact unitary group (eg. rotations in Rn) whose elements 
act on Rn and consider a 'template' function F E L2 (Rn). Define 
the 'deformations' ofF by 'action' of elements T of Gas: Fr(x) = 
F(Tx). 
Define a function H (cfr. (3)) of the elements T of the group Gas: 
H(T) = { F(Tx)F(x)dx jR• (7) 
Call Df; the matrices of the s-th irreducible representation of the 
group G in Rn and call d, the dimension of the same s-th represen-
tation. If G is a compact group we know (Peter-Weyl theorem, see 
e.g. Barut, Raczka [3]) that the .../d. Df; form an orthonormal basis of 
L2 (G); therefore any g E L2 (G) can be written as a linear combination 
of such functions. 
A generalization of the Fourier transform of a function of the group 
H is then defined as follows: 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
A more general version of Theorem 1. is the following: Theorem. 
The optimal finite dimensional approximation of Fr ( :r) is obtained 
truncating the series: 
Fr(x) = L .Xi;bi;(T)ai;(x) (11) 
•ij 
3.2 An application: kernels for 3D edge detection and 
spatio-temporal filters 
An application of the above formalism to a case of practical importance 
in signal processing and early vision is that of 3D edge detection and 
spatio-temporal filters. 
Three dimensional images are common in medical applications. 
Tomographic data are collected as sets of 'slices', 2D images taken 
across the body and parallel to each other. It is very convenient to 
consider 'volumes' of slices as single 3D images. Another situation 
in which it is convenient to consider image data as functions of three 
variables is that of sequences of 2D images. In this case the third 
coordinate is time (in the notation that follows the time coordinate 
is lumped together with the spacial coordinates into the vector x). 
In both circumstances one wants to perform edge-detection, with the 
difference that now edges are 2D surfaces in 3D. Of course one may 
also want to detect 1D 'wires' and OD points. The techniques used 
in 2D edge detection may be extended to 3D. In this case the kernels 
of the filters employed are directional derivatives of 3D Gaussian of 
appropriate variance, or similar functions [2, 8]. 
Notice that in 3D a 'template' function has to be rotated along 
three angles to obtain the continuum of filters necessary for boundary 
detection. 3D kernels may therefore be written as F.;,s,.p(x) = F(x)o 
R.;,s,.p where R is a rigid rotation in R3• The group of rotations in R3, 
S0(3), has the following irreducible representation matrix expressions 
(see e.g. Barut, Raczka [3]): 
Df.~<(B, ,P, 1/J) = e-ih.;di.J<(B)e-il<f/1 (12) 
df.J<(B) = C +~s(}r p~~:<cosB) (13) 
with pca,b the Jacobi polynomial (see e.g. Abramowitz, Stegun [1]). 
The expression for the finite-dimensional approximant may then be 
computed as: 
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l,m,n 
F [l,m,n)( ) _ " 
.;,s,.p x - L.. (14) 
•,h,I<:O,O,O 
Gf.J<(x) = { F.;,s,.p(x)DhJ<(B,,P,!jJ)dBd,Pd!jJ 
1so(3) 
(15) 
4 Practical issues and experimental results 
The formalism described in the previous sections may be applied to the 
problem of generating convolution kernels for an edge-detector. In this 
section such an application is described in detail and the the practical 
issues involved are discussed. The Gaussian-derivative kernels used 
by [13, 14] have been chosen for this example, very similar kernels 
have been used by [11, 10]. The template functions Fare complex 
kernels. The real part of the kernels is a Gaussian G(x, u,, uy) = 
exp -((:r/a-.,)2 + (y/uy )2) differenciated twice along theY axis. The 
imaginary part is the Hilbert transform of the real part taken along the 
Y axis (see Figure 5 (Top)). 
Two families of deformations are demonstrated experimentally in 
this section: (a) pure rotation, (b) scaling and rotation. The first case 
is simple since the group of rotations is compact, hence the SVD 
(a;,b;,u;) may be computed exactly as described in section 2. One 
more twist is added: the eigenfunctions a; may in tum be decomposed 
as sums of a small number of X-Y-separable functions making the 
implementation of the filters considerably faster. The case of rotations 
and scalings is more difficult: the group of scalings is not compact 
(scalings are defined from 0 to oo ), therefore the theory developed 
above may not be applied directly; a method to circumvent this prob-
lem is proposed and demonstrated. 
4.1 Rotations 
The calculations preceded as indicated in section 2 (see [12] for some 
extra figures). For convenience they are summarized in a recipe: 
1. Choose the 'template' kernel of which one wants rotated versions. 
2. Compute the function h(O) using its definition (Eq. (3)). 
3. Compute the Fourier transform It of h. The coefficients are non-
negative. Order them by decreasing magnitude and call their 
square roots u; and the corresponding frequencies 11;. 
4. The functions b;(ll) are defined by Eq. (5) and the 11; calculated 
at the previous step. 
5. Compute the functions a; using Eq. (6). The first nine are shown 
inFig.2. 
6. Compute the error plots 6( n) and~( n) from the statement of the 
first theorem (see Fig. 5). Choose a maximum tolerable error and 
derive n. 
7. The n-approximation of F8 (x) can now be calculated using 
Eq. (2). 
The numerical implementation of the formulae of section 2 and 
section 3.1 is straightforward. In the implementation used to produce 
the figures and the data reported in this paper the kernels Fe were 
defined on a 128x I28 array of single-precision floating-point numbers. 
TheY-axis variance was uy = 8 pixels, and the X-axis variance was 
u, = kuy with k = 1, 2, 3. Calculations may be reduced by a factor of 
two if the hermitian symmetry in these kernels is exploited (the number 
of components can also be halved; the experimental data given below 
and in the figures are calculated this way). The set of all angles was 
discretized in 128 samples. 
The coefficients u; turned out to be converging to zero exponen-
tially fast, therefore the same was true for both errors. The kernel 
reconstructed using 9 components is shown at four different angles 
in Fig. 3. The reconstruction may be computed at any angle II in a 
continuum. 
In Fig. (4) (Bottom) the approximation is shown for n = 4, 9, 15. 
Notice that the 'orientation selectivity' of the filter increases with 
the number of components. The number n of singular components 
required to reconstruct the u, : uy = I : I, and u, : uy = I : 2 
families is smaller as indicated by the plots and in the caption of 
Fig.5. 
4.2 X-Y separability 
Whenever a function F is to be used as a kernel for a 20 convolution 
it is of practical importance to know wether the function is X-¥-
separable, i.e. wether there are two functions !"' and fY such that 
F(x,y) = f"'(x)fY(y). If this is true the 20 convolution can be 
implemented cheaply as a sequence of two 10 convolutions. 
Even when the kernel F is not X-¥-separable it may be the sum of a 
small number of separable kernels: F(x, y) = 'L,;!f(x)ff(y). One 
may notice the analogy of this decomposition with the one expressed 
in Eq. (1). The singular value decomposition (SVO) may be used to 
calculate the optimal n-component approximation for each one of the 
a;. IftheSVOofa;isindicatedas: a;(x,y) = L,~;, 1 p;hafh(x)arh(y) 
then the decomposition of F8(x, y) becomes: 
N n1 
F9(x, y) = L u;b;(ll) LPihafh(x)afh(y) (I6) 
i=l h=l 
The SVO of a kernel defined on a rectangular array can be com-
puted using any one of the common numerical libraries [16]. Wether 
few or many components will be needed for oblaining a good approx-
imation is again an empirical issue and will depend on the kernel in 
question. The decomposition of the singular functions a; associated to 
the Gaussian-derivative functions used for these simulations is partic-
ularly advantageous; the approximation error typically shows a steep 
II . 
(gaus-3) (sfnc.O) (sfnc.l) (sfnc.2) (sfnc.3) 
. II 
(sfnc.4) (sfnc.5) (sfnc.6) (sfnc.7) (sfnc.8) 
Figure 2: The decomposition (a;, b;, u;) of a complex kernel used in 
edge detection [14]. The template function (gaus-3) is shown rotated 
by 120•. Its real part (above) is the second derivative along the vertical 
(Y) axis of a Gussian with u., : uy ratio of 1:3. The imaginary part 
(below) is oblained taking the Hilbert transform of the real part along 
theY axis. The functions a; (sfnc.i) are shown for i = 0 ... 8. Again 
the real part is above; the imaginary part below. The functions b;(ll) 
are complex exponentials (see text) with associated frequencies II; = i. 
The singular values u; decay exponentially: Ut+l ~ 0.75u;. 
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(rec-0.9) (rec-50.9) (rec-111.9) (rec-117 .9) 
Figure 3: Functions reconstructed at angles 9()• (rec-0.9), 140• (rec-
50.9), 21 •(rec-111.9), 27° (rec-117.9) using then= 9 components of 
Fig. 2. The reconstruction error is 13% at all angles (see below). The 
real parts are shown. 
(gaus-3) (rec.3) (rec.8) (rec.l4) 
Figure 4: (Left to right) Original kernel (gaus-3) as in Fig. 2. Recon-
struction of the kernel with 4 components (rec.3), with 9 components 
(rec.8) and with I5 components (rec.I4). The optimal reconstruction 
error ~n for n = 4, 9, I5 calculated from the error plots of Fig. 5 is 
respectively 52%, 13.9% and 2.2%. The reconstruction error llgaus-
3 - rec.ill 1 llgaus-311 measured on the reconstruction is respectively 
50.2%, 13.4% and 2.2%. The error decreases exponentially, approxi-
mately 25-30% for each component added. The figures are given for 
the whole kernel, the real parts are shown. 
• 
. 
. 
(gaus-1) (gaus-2) (gaus-3) 
reconstruction error 
log(s.val) 
0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 
Figure 5: Comparison of the error plots for three aspect ratios. (Top) 
The three kernels shown at an angle of 120°; the real parts (above) 
being second derivative of Gaussians along the X axis, and the imag-
mary parts (below) being the X-axis Hilben transforms of the real 
parts. The rations u,: uy are respectively 1: 1,1:2,1:3. (Bottom) 
Plots of the log. of the reconstruction errors. For 10% reconstruc-
tion error 3, 6, 10 components are needed. For 5% reconstruction 
error 3, 7, 12 components are needed. Notice that for these Gaussian-
derivative functions the reconstruction error decreases exponentially 
with the number of components employed: L\,. :::::: exp(-rn) with 
T:::,: 1.7,5.2,8.2. 
drop after a few components are added (see lower curves in Fig. 6 
(Bottom) where the log of the error is plotted against the numberofX-
Y-separable components). All the a; of Fig. 2 have been decomposed 
in sums of X-Y-separable kernels. The number of components needed 
for approximating each with 1% accuracy or better is indicated in the 
caption of Fig. 6. 
It is important to notice that rotated versions of the original template 
functions F cannot be represented by sums of X-Y-separable functions 
with the same parsimony (see again Fig. 6 (Bottom) upper curves). 
This is one more reason to represent FJnl as a sum of orthonormal 
singular functions, rather than as as sum of rotated copies of the 
template function (Theorem 1, statement 7.), as discussed at the end 
of Sec. 2. 
4.3 Rotation and scaling 
Most of filter-based early vision and signal processing algorithms 
analyze the image at multiple scales of resolution. Typically only a 
discrete and small set of scales is employed due to the computational 
••
•• •• •• 
.. 
.  
(gaus-3-30) (gaus-3-40) (gaus-3-sf2) (gaus-3-st7) 
(sf2.cmp0) (sf2.cmp1) (st7.cmp0) (st7.cmp1) 
approxlmadon error v.s. number or seplll'able compoaents 
1oa(cnor) 
1...00- I 
5-
2-
1...01-
5-
2-
le-02-
s-
2-
0.00 
Figure 6: Comparison of the 'separability' of two rotated copies of 
the template function and two elements of the decomposition. The 
template function is (gaus-3) as in Fig. 2. The real partS are shown. 
(Top) The rotation angles are 120° (gaus-3-30) and 130° (gaus-3-
40). The singular functions are a3 (gaus-3-sf2) and aa (gaus-3-st7) 
(cfr. Fig. 2). (Middle) The first two separable components of a3 and 
as. (Bottom) The number of X-Y separable components necessary to 
approximate these functions within 1% error is: 7 and 8 for the rotated 
copies of the template function, and 1 and 3 for the singular functions. 
The number of components necessary to approximate a; to less than 
1% error is approximately 1 + i/4, so that the total number of 1-D 
convolutions required to implement then-approximation is n + n2 /4. 
costs involved with filtering and storing images, although most of the 
algorithms are defined on, and would take advantage of, the availability 
of a continuum of scales. The problem of multi-scale filtering is 
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Figure 7: Two different ways to put coordinates on the circular crown 
of scales from u1 to u2 and angles from 0 to 360°. 
1::1· ;·1·. I:'IJ,. ·• ·.:,,1M (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Figure 8: The first 10 terms of the decomposition of a rotation-scaling 
family. Real part shown. a; above, b; below. 
somewhat analogue to the multi-orientation filtering problem that has 
been analyzed so far: given a template function F(x) and defined 
F"(x) as F"(x) = u 112F(ux), u E (0, oo) one would like to be able 
to write F" as a (small) linear combination: 
F17 (x) = L s;(u)d;(x) 
i 
(17) 
It is possible to convince oneself that the most direct approaches 
to the problem present considexable difficulties. A discussion of this 
point may be found in [12]. 
A different approach is represented in Fig. (7 .B). The idea is to cou-
ple the scaling and rotation problem and to reparametrize the circular 
crown of rotations and scaling of interest. Instead of using the 'natural' 
(scale,angle)=( u, 0) coordinates (Fig. (7 .A)), one can use two coordi-
nates ( ¢, tf; ), the first of which determines the orientation of an ellypse 
within the crown, the second of which determines the position within 
the ellypse. In this parametrization the coordinate axis are tangent 
instead of normal to the boundaries. Within each ellyptical trajectory, 
the maximal scale and minimal scale functions are orthogonal and no 
discontinuities are present. 
This scheme has been tested numerically. Approximately 40 singu-
lar functions are necessary for the decomposition of the Gaussian 2nd 
derivative kernel with ratios u,.. : uy = 1 : 2 (see Fig. 5 (Top)-center), 
scales in a ratio u2 : u1 = 4, and error around 10%. The real part of 
the first few singular functions is shown in Fig. 6. The functions come 
in couples: the singular functions a; ( z, y) on above, and the b; ( ¢, tf;) 
below. 
5 Conclusions 
A technique has been presented for implementing families of de-
formable kernels for early vision applications. The technique gener-
ates the optimal discrete approximation to a given family when the 
deformations involved form a compact group as in the case of ro-
tations. It can be extended to cases where the deformations do not 
belong to a compact group as for scaling in the plane. 
Unlike common techniques used in early vision where the set of 
orientations is discretized, here the kernel and the response of the 
corresponding filter may be computed in a continuum for any value of 
the deformation parameter, with no anisotropies. The approximation 
error is constant with respect to the deformation parameter and is 
computable a priori. This allows one to recover edges with great 
spatial and angular accuracy. 
Experimentation with elongated kernels used for edge detection 
shows that the complexity of this optimal implementation is com-
parable to that of an implementation in which the orientations are 
discretized. It is cheaper if an implementation with X-Y-separable 
kernels is desired. 
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